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in 3(n:rr-*) States of Quinoline and Quinoxaline • 

M~ J .· Buckley, C. B. Harris .r. 
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Lavrrence Radiation Laboratory, and the 

Department of Chemistry of the 
University of Californie. 

Berkeley, Cal:i.fornia 94720 

A. H. Maki -x-
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Abstract 

.--··· 

It is shmm that the proper assignment of 14N ENDOR transitions 

in azaarom!'!.tic n:, n:·X· triplet statEG must take into consideration the 

contribution of the electron magnetic moment operator to the intensi~y 

of a given transition. In quinoline and quinoxaline, the electron magnetic 

moment operator is found to give the dominate contribution to E1~0R 

intensities, and to a high degree of accuracy the nuclear moment operator 

may be neglected. An erroneous E1~0R assig~ent of quinoxaline is corrected 

on this basis, and the ENDOR of quinoline is assigned. In particular, 

we find for these molecules that the dominant F2IDOR transitions do not 
~ 2 . 

yield the N quadrupole para.>!K:tcrs . e qQ a.Dcl 'l independently, but only 

2 
the value of 3 e qQ(l - -:1/3)/4. 

?(- To vrhom correspondence should be addressed. 
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I. Introduction 

Optical detection of electron spin resonance in zero field of 

azaaromatic ;r:rr-x· triplets v~as first repor ~ ed by Van der Waals and Sclli1_Ldt 

on quinoxaline~l) Later, Tinti, El-Sayed, :Maki, and Harris(2) further 

.refined the optical zero field detection technique by using a high 

resolution grating spectrometer to observe the magnetic resonance effect 

in individual vibronic bands. TJ:lc fine structure of the zero field 

transitions were quantitatively explained independently for the quinoxaline 

triplet(3) and for the 2,3-dichlorquinoxaline triplet(4,5). 

The f'irst successful optical El'.'DOR experiment in zero field was 

published by Harris, Tinti, El-Sayed and Haki on 2,3-dichloroquinoxaline. (4, 5) 

. It was shovm by these authors that the ENDOR trans_i tior.P could be understood 

quantitatively in terms of a Hamiltonian incorporating the 
14

N nuclear 

quadrupole coupline; and hyperfine interactions in the excited state. 

Subsequently, Chan, Schmidt, and van der l-laals(6) reported similar experiments 

on quinoxaline in its triplet state. 

Although, the experimental results of both groups are in substant:i8l 

agreement for these ti-ro similar molecules, the interpretation of the El\l])OR 

transitions put forth is qu:tte different. The correct assignment of the 
' 

observed E}IDOR transitions depends upon the choice of the proper transition 

moment operator. Since the nuclear and electron spin states are ~ixed by 

the hypcrfine interaction, the most general ·expression for the intex:-sity 

of' an ENDOR transition:· should include the interaction of both the electron 

and nuclear dipole moments -v;ith the applied r:f magnetic field (7). It is 
. I 

the purpose of this comnnm:'i.cation to demonstrate that the use of a trans5.tion 

moment operator; -v:hich includes ~!_2::t. the nuclear dipole moment may lead 

to an incon·ect ass:i gnmcnt of the E~IDOTI transitions resulting in an erroneous 
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the 
interpretation of/\nuclear quadrupole interaction. In addition it will 

be shovm that major features of the ENDOR transitionsand associated 

quadrupole interactions can be understood quantitatively using only the 

transition moment operator of the electro~ dipole moment. 

··II. Discussion 

The fine structure in the optically detected zero field transition 
.. 

of phosphorescent triplet states, as -vrell as the frequencies and 

intensities of the EriDOR transitions can be understood in terms of the 

spin-Hamiltonian. 

where ~.L is the zero field splitting Hamiltonian, 't1 ss 

. ffss = - (X S · 
2 + YS 

2 
+ ZS 

2
) 

X y Z ' 

(1) 

(2) 

and {'ft Q) n and C1f RF) n are the nuclear quadrupole interaction and the 

electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction of the nth nucleus. We will discuss 

the ENDOR transitions reported i~ azanaphthalenes(4,5,6) 

First, we will focus on the triplet rcrt* phosphorescent state of 

quinoline (1 - azanaphthalene), with the following simplifications: 

{a) ignore the protor1: _hyperfine interactions in the Ha.milton:tan, (~.g. 

equation 1), (b) assume that the principle axes of the three tensor 

interact~ons, 'lfss' ~~Q' and 1f}w' coincide, and (c) asslli~e they and 

z components of 7-~D!"" may be neglected. Approxirnation (c) is justified 

' . 

l 
i. i. 

i 
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in so far as single crystal EPH measurement3 of qu:;_uoline (S, 9) and si:rnile.r 

molecu.les has shmm that A > A . , A for the 14N hY.Perfine interaction. (8 ,9) 
x..x yy zz 

Approximation (c) makes (b) irrelevant as far as 1(-H.F is concerned since 

the "approximate" hYJ>erfine tensor has cylindrical s;y1n:netry and because 

the X-axis is normal to the molecular plane and therefore a co!llrnon 
also 

principle axis. It is~ reasonable to assu.mc that the principle axis of 

1{-Q will be close to the direction of the nitrog(;n lone pair orbital 

(approximately along the molecular Y-axis). . The principle Y-a.xis of lf ss 

is knovm from single crystal measurements ( 
8 ) to deviate only a few 

1. 

degrees from the lone pair direction in the molecule, so approximation 

(b) is not too serious even for 1-/Q. For quinoline (n = 1) these simplifications 

allo¥r us to write 

and 

A 
XX 

(k = x, y, z) 

S I 
X X 

(3) 

(4) 

The simple product fu.Dctions, \uv > = ~u ~;form a set of eigenfunctions 

which diagonalize 1/-ss and ¥/Q. ~u and-~ .are the electron and nuclear 

spin !'unctions while u and v correspond to x, y and z. With this choice 

of basis f_unctions only 1{-H.F is off diagonal in the Hamiltonian matrix; 

thus, it maybe dealt with easily by first order perturbation theory. This 

approach and nomenclature has been used by ChaD, Schmidt, and van der Waals(
6) 1 

and an energy level diagram appropriate to quinoline is given as figure 3 

in thc:i.r 
. • -1-. (6) 

cormm.Jn]_Cav}_on • 1be zero field energies are arranged in the 

order E > E > E . 'l'he Pl'inciple result of using tfu-c, as a perturbing z y X Lll' 
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Hamiltonian is a shift of the I zz> and lzy> levels to higher energies 

and a shift of the I yz> and \ yy> levels to lmrer energies by an amou_Dt 

a,== A2 /(E -E). Satellites occurring in the zero field magnetic resonance 
XX Z y 

-rx -~ -r z multiplet gain intensity from. mixing the states \ yy> vli th I zz> 

and I yx> vrith I zy> via o/f IfF. The satellites are thus transitions 

I (xy) '> -> I (zz) '>, and I (x~) '> -> I (zy) '>, occuring at Ez - Ex + a, ± ( Ez - E). 

The primes indicate the perturbed basis functions resulting from the 

per~urbation 1fHF. These satellites are separated by 2v- where 

v _ = 3 e
2

qQ [l - TJ/3 J/4 assuming TJ is positive. e
2qQ and TJ are the 

14
N 

nuclear quadr1.1.pole coupling constant and asymmetry parameter respectively 

in the n:JLX· triplet state. Thus, the positions of the satellites relative 

to E - E are determined only by a, and the value of v which is the 
Z X 

ll+ 
frequency of ~ of the pure N nuclear quadrupole transitions. 

Saturation of either satellite leads to a non-Boltzmann distribution 

of nuclear levels in the T and -r manifolds. Thus, in principle, EIIDOR 
X Z 

becomes possible in both manifolds. Hovrever, in order to properly assign 

the ENDOR transitions vrhich might be observed it is necessary to estimate 

their relative intensities from the theoretical model -vrhich has been 

developed. It is in this context that vre( 4, 5) differ from the interpretation 

put forth by Chan, Schmidt and van der Vlaals. (6) 

If we let tfrf(t) represent the time-dependent perturbation 

Hamiltonian due to the rf field used to induce the ENDOR transitions, 

then the intensity of an ENDOR transition is given by 

(5) 

with 

( ,.-_, 
' ... 

... 

1.' , .. 
1: 
i' 
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where u. labc~ls the electron spin manifold; v and lv. refer to nuclear states. 
_...... . 

In equation 6, f=f 
2 

( t) is the rf magnetic field, y n is the rnagnetogy'ric 

14 . 
ratio of N, and y . is the electron magnetogyric ratio. In equation 5 .. e 

the states !(uv) '>are eigenfunctionsof the spin-H&~ltonian, includin~ 

the ;perturba.tion 1f HF. Consequently, they are not pure electron spin 

states which diagonalize 1f . If they ~orere, the second term in equation 6 
ss 

would not contribute to the intensity of the E:NDOB transitions, and that 

terra could be o:mmitted, as in fact it was by Chan, Schmidt and van der He,als ~ 6 ) 

For quinoline, in the approximation we are using, the lowest spin manifold, 

-r , is not admixed with the others; whereas the 1 and .-r manifolds are 
X y Z 

mixed together by 1~HF· Therefore, ·the intensity of an ENDOR transition 

in the -r manifold is 

where p 

z 

. )1z 4 2 2 4 2 
- ~ Y + 0 Ye r + r yz e n n 

(7) 

= A /(E - E ) ~ 2 x 10-
2 . 

XX Z y 
On the other hand, in the -r manifold 

X 

(8) 

It may iwo.ediately be seen by inserting numbers for the constants 

in equations 7 and 8 .that "T('Z j71x ~ 4~ 2 y 2jy 2 ~ 2 x 105. 
ryz)l"xy e n 

The ratio depencJ.s on the polarization of 1[
2
(t) since j xx > -~ f xy > 

is Z-polarized ~orhile {,(zy) '> -+ l (zz) '>is X-polarized. For quinoline 

dissolved in durene, hovrever, the effect of polarization is not important 

because of the relative orientation of the hm sites in dureneQO) •. 
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The co-.trib.ution of the electron magnetic ~om.ent to the intensity 

of an ENDOR transitj,on i.s seen to be many orders of magnitude greater than 

the contribution of the nuclear magnetic moment operator. It can be 

easily shm.rn tha:t the -r x__ -> -r x transition is the only ENDOR transition 
z-y zz · --

of any appreciable intensity having an en~rgy level in common with either 

of the weak satellites of the -r _,. • microwave transition. The ENDOR 
~ z . . 

transition in fact connects leveJsconnnon to both 3atellites. All oth~r 

ENDQR transitio~1s· in bpth the 1:z _ancl' -rx manifolQ.s would be many orders 
., 

of magnitude vreal~er •. In practice) thereforEJ no ENDOR transition in the 

'l" manifold is expected to have appreciable intensity. The contribution 
X 

of the nuclear magnetic moment of 
14

N to EI\'DOR ~ntensi.ties is insignificarJ.t. 

Even the small mixing of electron spin states due to previously ign9red 

.matrix elements of 1fHF (i.e. A , A ) would be more effective by a YY. zz 

factor of ~· 103 in inducing &1DOR transitions in the -r manifold than a .. X 

simple consideration of the nuclear moment. ·It is thus no oversimplification 

to state that in azaaromatic rcrc-l<· triplets such as quinoline and quinoxaline, 

the intensities of ENDOR trans;t~ons of 14N can be understood by considering 

~ the· electron magnetic moment op~rator(4, 5 ). If weak ENDOR transitions 

are observed, they may be assigned correctly by considering a more ex~ct 

version ofc1fHF or a refinement of some of the other approximations in 

the model which may lead to intensity enhancement of the ENDOR. 

Chan, Schmidt, and van der vlaals ( 
6) used only the nuclear magnetic 

moment operator, i.e. 1+r.f(t) = #2(t)·yn 1, and predicted four ENDOR 

transitions of comparable intensity conrnor! to each satellite, two of these 

transitions being degenerate. As has been demonstrated, only one ENDOR . 

transition should have.any appreciable intensity. This is in fact observed 

experimentally. 

..... 3.0 M!Iz (6). 

Sped.ficaJly one ENDOR transition has been detected at 

' 
Our model all01.,rs us to assign thls ENDOR transition energy 

I 
.I 

;i 
I 

. i 
'I :. 
.I 
11 
)· 
:. 

·.· 
I 

'I .. 
:I 

I 
. i 

;~ 

I 

·.! 
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to v_ {i.e. . 2 -
3.0 == 3 e qQ(l - n./3)/4) as I zy > _, I zz > if the 

't X -~ 't X or -r X - -r X microwave satellite is being satu:rated. 
x z z Y x Y z z ( 

11
). in ou:t laboratories 

Furthermore, Hr. Fayer and Mr. Yuen thave observed an EI\TDOR transition 

"' 3.1 MHz vr,ile saturating the -r x - -r -r satellite* t as nredicted l:Jv y z zy r J 

our model. It can be shmm that this ENDOR transition is the only alloued 

transition via the electron magnetic moment operator in the 'y manifold 

and it is degenerate -..rith th~ I zy > -• l zz > transition in the 'z 
. .. 2 

manifold and again equal to v _. .-consequently, e qQ a.."ld Tt can..not be obtained 

independently unless at least one other 4/-HF element, A and/orA , 
Z7. . yy 

contributes intensity to additiom.l ENDOR transitions related to 

_11+ · ~ 3e2qQ(l + TJ/3)/4 and/ or '-:
0 

== e
2

qQ· TJ/2 ~espectively( 4' 5). 

-We novr reexamine briefly the interpretation of the ENDOR transitions 

associated wi.th the -r -• -r microvrave transition of quinoxaline (1,4-
x z 

diazanaphthanlene). The approximations remain the same as for quino+ine 

but now the nuclear Hamiltonian contain interactions of t-..ro equivalent 

14N l . Th nuc.el. us 

The set of twenty seven functions 'u x1v x2v' and 'u(x1v X2w ± x1w.x2v) defined a: 

+ 
-ru(x

1
v X2-..

1
)- (u, v, -..r correspond to x, y, and z) diagonalize the first 

* Data from 10-3 M quinoline in Durene at 1.6°K in the 0-0 phosphorescent 

emmission. 

t Two sites are resolved in the -r -• 'I micro'.·rave transitions with E - E y z z y 

differing by ,..., 5·9 MHz. He observed the EJIIDOR transition on the low 

energy site (E
2 

- EY = 998.9 :tvrr:tz) where the second order hyperfine 

spli t\;ing bet'(leen I yx > -> I zx > ancl the dec;cncr::::.te pair I yz > -> l·zz >: 

jyy > ~ lzy >is resolved. The value obta.inccl for A from the second 
XX 

order splitt.inc; is "" 21.2 MHz. 
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t-,.ro terms of the Hamiltonian (equation l) . 'l'hese may be used as basis 

functions with 1/ ffF as a perturbation Hamiltonian. As in the case of 

quinoline the states of the T manifold are not mixed with states of the T 
X y 

and -r manifolds, but the states of the latter manifolds are mixed together by 
z 

# HF" Because two 3 x 3 matrices each involving two basis states of the same 

electron spj_n manifold -occur when the 27 x 27 matrix is reduced the 

complete solution cannot be obtaine4 by first order pertUrbation theory. 

The problem was solved using a computer program for diagonalizing the 

. secular determinant, generating the perturbed i·ravefunctions and computing 

the transition moments of all the magnetic dipole transitions using the 

electron magneti-c -momen'b-- operato~. _An_ .e.ne.Xgy___level diagram for the 
-·---·- -··-· ---~ 

nine nuclear states comprising the -r manifold of quinoxaline is drmm z 

to scale in figure l and Table I gives the states -,.;hich are mixed vrith 

each dominate state of the T manifold upon diagonalizing the secular . z 

determinant. The spin Hamiltonian parameters used for the numerical 

calculation -,.;ere v_ = 3 e
2

qQ. (l - TJ/3)/1~ == 2.938 MHz, -,.rhile all other 

parameters were those obtained by Chan, Schmidt and van der ~aals ( 6 ) . 

We will justify our choice of v_ below. These parameters indeed predict 

a strong central multiplet for the -r ~ -c micrm.,rave transition vrhich is 
X Z 

flanked by two pairs of satellites in agreement 'lvith the observed spectrum 

and interpretation put forth by Schmidt and van der Waals(l, 3). For 

consistency 1-ri th the nomenclature adopted by these authors vre number these 

lines l-5 in order of increasing frequency. The nuclear states of the 

't manifold associated vrith transitions wHhin each of these satelllties z 

are numbered in figtrre 1. 

I 

l 
I 
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Chan, Schmidt, and van der ·Haals( 6 ) observed three strong ENDOR 

transitions vrith the microwave frequency fixed on lines 2 or 4. The 

frequencies of these transitions were the same for each satellite. Vie 

label these EJIIDOR transi tio!ls v 
1

•, v 2 ', and v 
3

' :i.n order of increasing 

frequency. From the argrunents given above in connection with quinoline, 

these transitions gain their intensity from the electron magnetic 

moment operator. Since there is no mixing of the ~ manifold in our 
X 

approximation we assign these three ENDOR transitions to the ~z manifold 

Three strong ENDOR transitions are found within the ~ manifold from . z 

our calculation and are indicated in f~gure 1 as v1, v2 and v
3

• It 

may be verified that these transitions gain intensity from the electron 

magnetic moment operator by examining the mixture .of states given in 

Tab] e I. Furthermove, each transition connects a state associated with 

line 2 with one associated with line 4, and hence all three E~IDOR 

transitions should occur on each line. To a high degree of approximation 

the doubly degenerate transition labeled v 2 in figure 1 occurs at the 

14 
pure N nuclear quadrupole frequency v_. If we identify v2 with the 

observed frequency v2 ',we obtain excellent agreem0nt of all transition 

frequencies as shmm in Table II. We have indeed assigned all of the 

intense EJI.J"DOR lines using only the v _ pure nuclear quadrupole tran'si tion 

frequency. In fact we have found that in the approximation A , A = 0, . . yy zz 

there is no feature in the microwave multiplet or in the E~~OR spectr~~ 

which changes with #Q as ·lop..g as v _ remains invarient. vle have recomputed 

the micro1·mve spectrum and the ENDOR trarsitions ( v
1

, v2 and v
3

) 
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varing 11 bet11een 0 and 1. 0 vrhile keeping v constant. .1Ul transition 

frequencies andintensities in the calculation remain unchanged. The 

invariant of the EtiDOR transitions is not suxprising if one notes in 

figure 1 th::t these transitions each involve the flip of a single nucl0us 

bet-vreen the ~ and xz nuclear states. The change in quadrupole energy 

is thus hv = E - E in each case. The fact that three frequencies 
- z y 

occur is entirely a result of the electron-nuclear hyperf:Lne perturbation. 

. By failing to recognize the. ~inportance of the electron mas;netic 

moment operator in determining the intensity of an ENDOR transition 

Chan, Schmidt and van der 'daals vrere ·led to a misassignment of an ENIJOR 

transition. This is not surprising since the use of only the nuclear 

magnetic moment operator in the transition moment predicts a host of 

ENDOR transitions of comparable but extremely vreak intensity. They 

assigned the v
3

' transition to v+ = 3 e
2

qQ ( 1 + ~3)/4, and thus came 

to the erroneous conclusion that e
2

qQ and 1 could be obtained independently 

from the thl'ee intense ENDOR frequencies. These authors also repm·t the 

observati_on of otl:ier extremely wea_'k. ENDOR signals. These signals are 

probably attributable to nuclear transitions vrhich gain intensity 

fr'om the small hyperfine components A and A via the electron magnetic zz yy 

moment operator. A generalization which ~an be made for azaaromatic :rrrcx-

triplet states is that a hyperfine tensor element A .. gives rise to 
.l.l. 

intensity for 14N nucleus transitions in the plane normal to i. Correct 

assignment of the vreak ENDOR transitions 1wuld allow e
2

qQ and 1) to 

be obtained inde:9endently since they vrould be related to v + = 3 e2qQ(l + TI/3)/4 

and v = e2
qQ rJ2. 

0 

Finally, our assignment predicts that only one intense ENDOR transition 

shouJ.d 't·:: otserv-ed on each of th~ out(!r s2.tcJ..1.it:i :::~::;. 'l'he transition 

v
3 

shoUld occur on }j nc 1 vrhile the transition v 
1 

shoulcl occur on line 5. 

I 
I 

o! 
i 
i 
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Table I 

· State of Fie;ure 1 Principle States Aclmixed States 

lzxx>' 'r xlx x.2x z 

I zzx>'. 
+ + 

lzxz>', (-r x.lx x.2 z) -- ( '"y X.lx x.2:)-z . . + 
_,.,,:·:;.;; 

lzzz>' 'r z Xlz X.2z ( -ry X.ly X.2z) ' ' z x.ly x.2y 

lzyz>' (•z X.ly X.2z)+ -ry xly x2y' ' x.lz X2z y 

lzxy>'' lzyX>' 
+ 

(,;z X'lx x2y)-
+' 

(.-Y Xlx X2z)-

lzzy>' (•z Xly X2z)-

lzyy>' 
+ -r; z x.ly x2y (-ry Xly X2z) ' .. Xlz X2z z 
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Table II 

Calculated and observed ENDOR fre:::,Iencies and Intensities 

for Quinoxaline 

Calculated 

Frequency (MHz) 

vl 2-239 

v2 2-936 

v3 3·850 

** Intensity 

3-4, 3-4 

2.7, 2.7 

2.0, 2.0 

Observedt 

Frequency (MHz) 

vl I 2-2393 

v2 I 2.9384 

v3 
I 3·7900 

-l(· 

First entry line 2, second entry line 4. 

t Reference 6. 

* Intensity 

3.8, 3·5 

1o.o, 10.0 

2.7, 8.1 

* Calculated where 103 is the intensity of a fully allo-IV·ed electron 

spin transition. 
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Figure 1. Energy levels of the T
2 

electron spin manifold of quinoxaline. See Table. I 

for the identification of the primed states. 
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(l 0 LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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